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SCIENCE OF EDUCATION AND TEACHER EDUCATION

Introduction

For the past ten.years there has been a .lot of iiiterett ih teacher

education throughout the Western world. In most countries rearm plans

weredeveloped and to a certain degree implemented.. In a, sense this trend

parallels the growth f the educational stiences, which has led to high

expectations as to their possible contribution to the innOvation and the

optilization df school education. Already now there are signs'of disillu-

sion however. Some people only feel that the expectatiions ran too high,

but others doubt the possible impact of the actual science.of education on

school practice. This contraposition also exists in connection with teacher

education. For same teaching is an art and hence it can only be 'acquired

through experience. Although the gist of(this viewpoint is certainly

true, we are convinced that a science of education can contribute substan-.

tially to teacher education. In.this respect we agree with a recent statement

bylGage (1978, p. 18) : "In teaching, where the artistic elements are un-

questioriable, a scientific base can also be developed". In this paper we

will give some arguments iupporting this position.

Some faulty contra-arguments

. One of the findings of a recent investigation.on the cognitive processes

underlying pre-interactive and interactive teaching behaviour is, that the

teachers studied in this project, do not function psychologically according
-

to current models Of the teaching-learning process as they can be found in

most'current textbooks on educational.psychology (Lowyck, 1979). Such a

finding could be used as an argument against the_ use. of these models in

teacher education. However, it-is not a Valid argumenf, because the teachers

concerned were never trained to use suchnlodel as a-guide for planning and

_carrying ut their instruction. Stated more generally; the value of concepts

-and principles get forth by educational eciences cannot be refyted by 7

referring to existing ptactices that are not based on these principles in the

first place.

4r



' Many,of the present doubts about the 'possible impact of edUcitional

sciences on changing and improving practice find tbeiir origin 'in the
4.

,Irather negative results of the RDD-strategy (Research, development and

diffusion strategy). As it well-known this stratgy, borrowed from
'1

industry and agriculture, represents a top-down model of:innovation.

Regearch is done at the universiy or . the basis of research results

educational materials are develope,d;- and finally the products of this
.

developmental work are disseminated'in practice. Bush (197;5, -6% 9) the
:

former director of the Center for Educolbnal,Research.at Stanford, has, 4r-

commented on this strategyas follo*s '!Gne serious defect in the old

system was that the univerisity was considered to be the prodlicert and.the

school the consumer, of research. 11Afortunately, this pattern did not work

satisfactorily for a Imri.ety of reasons : partly because the research was

not useful, partly be4ftuse--ithas not been translated into a form that'was.

helpful, and partly because the users had noi been adequately considered

in the desigt3ing of theimateiials". However, the fact that this strategy
--

failed is Tie; reason to,tHrow the usecureontent

overboard MeanwhileAher sta)tegies have len

, better aecount of',the:pecific features and the

world.

A final argument relates to the recurrent conclusion of research review

the rest4ts of a series of studies are contradictory_and inconsistent
.

lyhis-appliis in particular also to research on teaching. Referring to
,

ampl9A' of such reviews', Gage (1978, p. 24) writes that the conclusion

Mientfoned' above is often drawn overhasty. He demonstrates that a more
. e

OoT64hAnalysis and a coMbination of the results'of a number of investi-
,

atiOns can yield more consistent trends. Besides at the 1979 meeting of the*

of i icience of education also

get forth, which take

complexity of the schbol

is.erican Educational, Research Asao,p5ation in San Franci.sco, Glass- stated that

one should not be astontshed about inconsistenctes 5n the results of educational

research; the contrary would be rather surprising. Education is an unpre-

dictable system, a statement that also bolds for other systems like the

*eather. Because the 'system will 'always be predictably unpredictable and

/Consistentry inconsistent;-part of the variance will remain unexplained.

/ 'Nevertheless good research-continues to be a meaningful.enterprise and,

as is also the case for meteorology; it can yield rerevant and useftil data.

On the other hand it is necessary to develop avolicy to manage the 'unpre-

dicted. I.
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Teaching : an activity of design, interaction, and cooperation

Educational r'esearch, during alMost two thirds of this century,.

Concentrated on learning. It was only in the sixties - partly due to

the failure of learning research - that teaching began:to receive more

interest (Gage, 1963). In line with the scientific tradition inspired

by behaviburism, the first studies were focused mainly on theoSser-
. ___.i6.

i
1

i

x
vable behaviours of the teachers during tne 7-nteraction n the classroom.

-klot of observation instruments have' been constructed for that purpose
N ,

-

(Rosenshine & Furst, 1973)., The pre-=interacfive phase of teachilAiwas-'.

.>
,

largely neglected. During this phase teachers do their planning and pre-
tAi

paration; n other words they design their inAruction. Only recently

research is also giving attention to this important categor"y bf teaching

behaviot;rs (Gagne & Btiggs, I97A; Gage & 4erliner, 1975;4,owyck, 1979).

In the school practice of every day'the classroom mostlyp still an

island, where. the teacher.is the sole master in his little kingdom.

The term self-contained classroom expresses\this very well,: This,situation

strongly contrasts 'with the present conception of teaching resulting from

innovation-projects and research on educational change, namely that teaching

should be-teamwork which takes place in the specitic organiiational context
, .

of the school. It can be taken for iranted that in the neaT future the coope-

rative and okganizational aspects of teaching will become more and-more

important in the teachWs taskl teacher educationeill have to take this

into account.

In summaiy, we conceive of teaching as comprising two stages :

a pre-inCtractie and an interactive phase; it takes place in a'specific

organizational context, wherein cooperation4hould be an. essential feature.

The science of education'can be helpful in preparing teachers for this'

'complex task. This viLw is supported by the following argumels, /hich wilt

be illustrated further in this paper. (1) The science of education offers

research-based concepts and principles, that are relevant and useful'for

teacher education.' (2) There are examplts of innovating projecta that demon-.

strate the positive contribution of educational knowledge to the improvement

of teaching behaviour.

Relevant educational concepts and principles

Overviews of educational research often end with,the statement' that the

field is still in its.infancy. It is a pit7, but we can only endorse this

statement. Nevertheless the educational'sciences contain a number of relevant



data, and it would be unjustified to neglect'them in teacher training.

'Ute will illustrate this with some examples.

Stating educational objectives.

The desirability of stating educational objectives has been-a controversial

issue in the recent literature relating to curriculum planning and instruc-
,

tional design. The research data with regard to this, topic are not always

cogent and consistent.,Nevertheless,from a recent ana*sis of the available
I

studies,Davies (1976, p.'95) rightly concludes that objectives can be useful

in the design of instruction and of curricula, and that it is therefore

desirable to.train teachers in working with educational objectives. The

functions of objectives can be di;./erse. They are orienting stimuli-in

connection with the selectio*n and,development of instructional methods and'

-materials, and also with regard tq the construction of evaluation instruments.

Ftirthermore, clearly stated objectives can promote good communication and

cooaerative planning and in this way they can contribute to a mCore systematic

longitudinal planning of instruction over eeachers and grades.

Of course these also are some dangers oworking with specific objectives;

because they are probably well-known, we will not discuss them here,

nowever, these daniers are real only if one interprets the principles of

specifying objectives in a narrow and rigid way. Theiefore we would like to

warn against any dogmatism in this respect. The specification of objectives

shoulebe applied in b, flexible way as 'an aia in instructionaf planning and

not as a goal in itself. Not all objectives can and should be stated

Magerian terma. (Mager, 1962); more open types of objectives can be equally
\ .

useful and orienting. &sides, 4it is ovr opinion that or the past ten years

too much attentipn has been given to.techniques'for tH formulation of

objetiVes and not enough tothe derivation and legitima ion of goals (Pe

Corte e.a., 1974; De Corte, 1975)..This seems to be changing now and with .

respect to teacher education it is)extremely importaitt to prepare teachers

so that they can participate actively and constructively iridiscussions

about desirable objectives of instruction. This position is also supported,

by recent research on time allocation to curriculum activity (Bennett, 1978),

These studies show that the knowledge pupils acquire depends on the coverage and

the emphasis ip the curriculum. Decisions concerningthese matteri are consi-
.

derably influenced by the objectives adopted. Therefore Bennett (1978, p. 137)

concludes : "Clearly, teachers and student teachers should have, or be given,

the necessarY knowledge andjonceptual skills to think clearly and crieically

about aims and their relation to Prac)ice and possible outcgmes".



Modifiability '6f learner characteristics

One of the leading ideas of educational innovation today certainly,

is that instruction should be adapted to the individual learner (Glaser,

1977). Kceordinif.to recent research this doeS however not mkan that instruc-

tion should only be linked up to the factual status of the learner's aptitudes.

On the contrary there is a lot of evidence,now that learner characteristics

should not be seen as static and consistent traits, but as modifiable entities

subject to instructional influence:This has been especialky well degenstrate'd
%

with reference to csoOkitive development, in Western research (Sigel & Cocki-ng,

1977;,Case, 1978) as in investigations in the Soviet Union (De Corte, 1977c).

Because the Russian studies are probably less wellrknown', let us use them as

an example.

The basic idea of the research is Vygotsky's conception of cognitive
.1

development, that distinguishes the zone of nearest development from the

level ok factual development (Vygotsky, 1963). While Plaget considers dever6p-
.

ment as the basic processkwhich is almost indepen4ent of le.p.rning (Piaget,.

1971), Vygotsky takes an opposite position. According to him learning plays

an important stimpating role in development.

*
This level of factual development consists of all those behaviours which

a child can independently Perform correctly; this level of factual development
1

is'measured by traditional Intelligence teSts. However, the child is able to

achieve more than that, if it recei/es the necesrry heli from adults. Those ,

behaviours which a child cannot perform independently, but can with assistfnce,
4

constitute the zone of the neatest,development. Instead of linking up instruc-

tion ta the level of factual development, one should orient it to the zone of
4

the nearest developmerit. This means that ingtruction should : (1) help the

child to master independently the behaviours which constitute this zone at

a given moment, (2) stimulate-cognitive development by continually creating'

a newzone of. the nearest developm6t.
,

'Research undertaken by Gal'perin and his associates as produced fotidence'v

for Vygotsky's position that instruction can influence cognitive development.

-More specifically some investigations hal;e demonstrated that Piaget's inter-

pretation of the well-known facts on conservation becomes'untenable (Van
,k

Parreren & Carpay, 1972, p 69-77). The general finding in itself is useful

for teacher education, because it refers to the plasticity'of humian charac-

teristics. But there is 'more. In these studies Gal'perin has applied

his stage-by-stage procedure of learning, which can be a very useful guide

for ,she design of instruction in connection with different kinds of objective

esp, the li.arniag,of basit,concepts and rules:This brings us to another body

of information which is useful for teacher education.
IMP



Knowledge about ch ldren's learning

In the literature it has often been stated that the tremendous amount

of learning research of this century hag not.yielded very many results,

which are relevant and useful with regard to learning in shhools (Hilgard,

1?64). This gtatement is certainly truei but one must admit that nowadays:

the scene seems to be changing.slowly, Ws has to do with two trendt. (1)

Educational psychologists have become aware of the fact that relevant data

can only-be pbtained if.learning is invesi.gated inrealeduciitional settings.

Data from laboratory studies cannot be generalized,towards the classro6m,

because the experimental situation lacks .external or ehological validity.

(De Corte, 1979). (2) The
,

rise of'cognitive psYchorogy has led to a -0ift

fiom tlie,behaviouristic towards the information pxocegsing 4proach of
i.

learning, which seems.more,romising, with respect.to understanding Alul stimu-.
,

.
_.

_,
. 4a t, ,lating learning in school g_ettIngs (Lesgold e.a., 1978; Glaser0978)

,

A European view hat parlliett's American approach originates jrom klissian,

psychology. A lso rejects a solely performancd-oriented approach and take,s

as its central object the actions of the learner. ff, learning is to take

place, it is necessary to influence the person'i acttn's. From the perfoimance

tof actions certain capabilities arise as learning outcomes. Th research

of Gal perin, whore work was already referreeto, is representa e of this

'view. In the tUfherlands and Belgium thig approach has been'intr cluCed by

Van Parreren (1978; 1979).

There remains a lot of research to be done'reIating tq this important

-domain of children's learning. Nevertheless some interesting data hive already

emerged-during the last fet, years. Again we can only briefly illustrate this

statement.

One example is related to an important objectiveof education today,

namely learning to think (De Corte, I977a; I977c). When one lodics at educational

practice learning to think seems to be viewed impliCitly as aquiring concep-

tual subjeCt matter content (such'-as concepts, rules, principles).

This s ln line with the strong.orientation of teacheg towards,the content

aspects of instrUction. *Older as yell as more recent, eesearch,again from WesterT

and from Russian origin, deminstrates that this is tdo limited a view of

learning to think. The "contents of thinking" represent of course.án important

aspect of it, but equal attention should b'e paid by the teacher to thinking

methods. Teachers often use and apply spontaneously all kinds of heuristic

ftocedures during their instruction, but they omit to make them explicit

and to teach the m
i

deliberately to the ir pupils. The result is that pupils are
. .

not 'ab le to cope with the'ptoblems even when they master the necessary content



to solve them; the reason-is that they lack thinking methods to.analyze

amd transform problem situationS, so'that it becomes' clear how the available

content should be used to reach'a solution. This is again a well documented
finding and certain studies demonstrate that by teaching thinking procedures
to pupils their problem ,solving performance increases significantly (Van

Parreren, 1975).

A seclond illustration rel4tes to a,finding mentioned earlier,

1

namely that'there isa relation_between time allocated to a curric um
actiity and th e. knowledge acquired by pupils. Further analyses have shown,

as can'be expected, that achievement correlates eve-n stronger with active

learning time, that is the proportion of the allocated time that is effec-
tively'ased to study, a given content (Bennett, 1978). ThiS Variable is also

.

referred to as time-on-task or academic learning time.,One investigation that
has yield evidence for the relation betwken active learning and achievement
is the American "Beginning Teacher Eyaluation Study" (Fisher, Firby, e.a.,
078; Fisher, Berliner, e.a., 1978). Obviously the research,result concerned
has imprtant Implications for teacher training. Teachers should be-permanently
aware of this relationship and their efforts,should be directed towards

a hiih-level of active learning time. This isAminly a question of classroom

management. Time spent on unproductive activities, such as transition from
one learning activity to another, -distributing and collecting test.s and other
materials, dividing the class in small groups, etc.ishould be decreased.

A pluralistic view on teaching methods

In the past a bulk,of educational researcb was done on the compariqon

of teaching methods. Aside fmak the.methodological problems of this re-

search, the guiding idea of finding one or some superior methods was 4"
1

mistake. In educational practice on the other hand rhe situation also wasN.

and often still istharacterized by a unitaristic and one-sided view. In a
.lot of schools lecturing or A variation of it remains the prevailing method,
while innovative schools pin all their faith to one or another so-called-

modern device, e.g. the project method.

Nowadayi their is sufficient evidence to support a pluralisic view.of

teaching methods. The question is not : "which dethod is the best one ?7,

but "for what kind of.objectives is this method appropriate ?" This implies,

a vefy important pripciple for teacher education, namely that teachers should
' ,

be trained in the flexible use of a variety of methods (Cage & Berliner,
1975).



-- At present research dn teaching is less oriented toward the study of

global teaching method and more toward the'analysis of specific Variables

and dimensions of teaching behaviour. We already mentioned that,reviews of

this research 'area often conclude that the results are incOnsiaent. AS

said earlier, accordinli.to Gage, this conclusion'is drawn Overhasty and

meta-analyses of the investigations concerned can yield more consistent
,

findings. With his associates Gage carefully analyzed severat mijO'r studies,

that correlated specific variables in teaching behaviour with pupil.achieve-

ment. From the iindings of these studies he derived sd-callea "teacher-should"

statements, i.c.."inferences as to how third-grade teachers shouia work

*it they wish to maximize achievement in teading and, we think, alst in

'mathematics, for children either higher or lowr in academia orientation.
,

(Gage, 1978, p. 38). The .22 statemen0 relate.to : behaviour Management and

classroom-discipline, instructional methods, and specific mettiods for asking

'questions and providing feedback (Crawford,.L,Gage, 1977) .:AlAlipugh these
,k

statements are interesting it their oWn.right, they can be criti, Ozed.for

sevei;al reasons. First of all they are_not situated in a broader'frame of

kreference and as a Consequence they Jac. herence. Moreoverthe ,list

illustrates remarkably well that loL f studies the Planning phase

of teaching was neglected; the statem6ntselate onlY to the interactive

phase of teaching. These criticism were largely met ih the earlier mentioned

"Beginnin.g Teacher Evaluation Study" (Fisher, Filby, e.a. 1978; Fisher; 4"

Berliner, e.a., 1978)

This study developed and-tested-a model of theLteaching-learning procesi.

Accor'ding to the model certain instruction'al processes lead to student

learning, which results in achievement test scores: The instructional pro-,

cesses component of the model is specified in terie of five different but

interrelated instructional filnctions, namely diagnosis, prescription, pre-
.

spntation, monitoring; and feedback (Fishpr, Berliner, e.a., 1978, p. 5).

Diagnosis and prescription constitute the planning phase'or pre-interactive

Ohase of teaching. Diagnosis re'fers to the assessment of the initial level

of the student's knowledge and4ilis. Prescription implies ihe establish-

ment of appropriate goals and the design of instructional activities to

aChieve them. These decisions set the stage for the interaction phase,,
which begins with the presenation of information or a learning task,to ther-
student. The teacher monitors thestudent'a reactions to thts input imorder

. /

to know whether the instruc.tional goal is being achieved. Monitoring tells

the teacher about the student's state of knowledge.or skill following an

instructional activity. On the basis of this infonmation, the teacher may

Arovide feedback to,the student, provide additional explanation or cycle back



1.1

to the beginning for. further diagnosis and prestription. The model Implies

diat tilese five functions occur in a cyclical Pattern aqd that each'qf them
,

pae 'be accomplished .by a number of different behaviours. "The 'same behaviours

may ser've different functionS. and "different 13)haviours may serve the same

function, depending On the contxt" (risher, Berliner, e.a., 1978, p. .9)., . .
.

,.
.

Tfid empirical verification
,

of the model in twenty-five classes
.

of-grade.
. ,

,two and twenty-one Classes 0S grade-Iive, led t nine interestang findings. ,

.

on the rei.a,tionship.between teaching processes d,,student learning As an,
- 4

1 ,

illuitration we cite three:examples.

N.,,....., "The teacher's ability to diagnose student
.

.

1 levels is related to

student achi'evement aild academic learn.ing i .Fisher, Berliner,..e.a.

1978, p. 14).

"The teacher's ability to prescribe appropriate tasks ls related to

student aelievement and 'itaideilt success rate" (Fisher, Berliner, e.a.,

'1978, p. 14)

"Academic feedback is positively associated with student learning"

.. (Fisher, Berlinev, "e.'a., 1978, p. 16).

These findings are important in their own right. However they become even more

significant because they can be interprete4 within the functional view of

teaching presented inthe model. In this o nection Fisher, Berliner, e.a.

(1978, p. 39-'40) write : "Certainly teachers need a repextoire of specific

teaching behaviors, but they must also have a good grasp of the functions that

specific behaviors fulfill in a given'context. Teachers who are aware of

teachink functions will be able to coriceptualize their classroom behavior'

in termS of this more general framework, They will be able to evaluate what
r,

they are doing in terms of instructional functions that.shodldle served.

Furthermore, they will be Ate to recognize what they are noT doing, in4, -
terms of functions that are not served by any efitheir usual behaViors."

The imputance of these conclusions for teacher (education is self-evident..

The preceding does, on -the other'hand, not imply that present research

on teaching has no' weaknessess. 'Wortcomings can be cererCome however and they

are not a.sufficient argument to conclude that research on teaching behaviou

is useless important and necessary change in ftiture research is that more

attention shoeld be given to the underlying cognitive and affective variables
,

of teaching behaviour. Pasf studies have, in line mitti the prevailing re-
(

search paradigma, concentrated too much on observable bghaviour; that is also

the "Beginning TeactOr Evaluation Study". However, overt behaviours
A



ecan only be understood and interpreted in terms of the underlying internal

processes whi.ch determine them. Insight in these processes will be an'

important base for the,identification of skilled teaching behairiour. An
example of such a process-oriented st, was referred to earlier in this

paper (Lowyck, 1979).

Principles of educational evaluation
Se.

Eivaluation is generally considered an important aspect of the teacher's

task. He or she should be .able tedesign appropriate evaluation instruments,
'and to interpret and use the informa,tion acquired to improve the teaching-

.

learning process..The present state 9f research en educational evaluation
offers a lot Of useful corkcepts, priniciAles and techniques, which can be

very helpful for die teacher. 'We will Only briefly.rdention same general

basic-ideas (Bloom e.a., 19/1; Popham, 1974; WalbeIg, 1974).

A --Because of the.variety of educational objectives pursued by the school
A

.

a comprehensive system of evaluation will require a variety of evaluation. .. .

, . ?

methods. lftdeed different categories of iallnectives, e.g. knowledge,V't ,

... skills, and attitudes, will: need 'differeat,-essessment techniques.
. .

i
A

-

- As far as achievement testing s concerned the concept of cri/erion-

referenced tests has been, introduced. It refers to-an "educational" type

of instrument as opposed to the traditional nbrm-referenced tests, which
are based on Psychometric principles. Norm-referenced tests are)designed

, Largely for purposes of prediction and selectio,n; theTefore they describe

an individuaI's performance in terms of the rentive,posion.he holds fn
a wellsdefined group of indfviduals. HOwever predictibn and selection

are not the primary goals of a teacher. His main coneern is to know ,the

degree to which each learner has attained a cyiterioWperiormance.

- To guarantee the continual progress of learners 'it ia necessary to' build
in formative evaluation in the teaihing-learning process. By this we bean
a system of diagnostic progress tests 6 control the mastery of a limited
set of objectives before starting to work on the-next uni:t of instruction.

,We have reviewed 'a seIe ti n of positive data obtained by educational
xesearch, which are useful in view of teacher education.lLet us.add that one
can often also'benefit fram negative results. E.g. studies have,s1-;own thin

grouping children in mallet classes does not necessarily produce superior
achievement (De Corte e.a., 1974, p, 218-289). It has been esxablished that

teachers rn smaller classes often .behave and teach-as before and that they
' do not exploit the opportunifies for more'individnalized instruction bffered

by the small group.

^



tv.
The 'findings mentioned above ate.only illustrative.jggether with other

.
releVant dilta they canlbe ordered in moders:of the teaching-learning process,. -

giving an overview,not may of.the-components ofthis process, but also ol

the relations and interactions between theomponents (see fikure 1).

our.experience that such a model Cs-very.useful as p frame of reference Tor

the teacher's planning,and action, and alsO:for the reflection on this Plinnicig
, .

and action. Of course the mOdel.dhould be used-in a'flexible-way ratper than
become a rigid strait-jacket. It should have a.heuristic and orienting function.

/ ;,

'Insert 'figure

Evidence from innovating p ojects

During the past decade a number of de e19pmental projects designed to

,innovare schobl education in sone respect'have provided evidence that the

science of education can con'tribute*to teacher:education. We wish tb illustrate

this argument by referring.to'three projects.

In the first place.we'discuss Individually Guided.Education in the U.S.A.

Then we provide concise'information on a curriculum development project

in Belgium and one in Russia based on Gal'p'erin's learning theory.
.

Individu'aUy Guided Education (IGE)

IGE is one of the state-wide projects ndividualized instruction

the U.S.A. It has been developed at the Wisconsin Reiearch and Development

Center for Individualited Schooling (Madison, Wisconsin) Since 1965.

Klausmeier (1975,p. 48), the stimulating leader of IGE, characterizes the
project as follows "i dbmprehensive alternative system of schooling designed

to produce higher educational achievements by ,providing for differences among
children i,n'rate of learning, learning style, motivational level and other '

characteristics". The seven components of an IGE school are :

(1).a new set of organizational-administrative arrangements and processes;

<2) instructional plogramming for the individual student
.

(3) evaluation of student learning tied to instructional progra for

the'individual student;
s\

( ) curriculaft materiala compatillkwith instructional. programmin . for

the individual student;

(5) a program .of home-school-community relations;

(6) facilitative environments in the school district and state

-1:trN-E7port IVE practitioners;

(7) continuing reseaith and developmenf,to keep IGE attuned to changing

sociital'conditions.
I'
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According td Klausmeier (y977, p. 7) "the two key components of IGE as a
,

new kind of schooling are instructional prograniaing for thesindiVidual studeAt
,

and the-organizational-administrative arrangements that make it possible.

The organizatipn for,instruction is called the Instruction and Research, Unit;

t replaces the age-graded self-contained classroom. A unit irwludes a unit

l.eader,.3-5 staff teachers and 100-150.'student46;the.ake range o'f students s.

%.within A unit can vary from 2 to 4 years.OtheT persons who can be-included are :
..

:an instructional aide, a clerical aide and a studrit teacher.
.

The main functions.

.

of the cooperative instructional team are to plan, carry out, and evaluate

instructional programs for the individUaPstudents of the unit. Mutual contact
and shared decision-making are basic to 4.the work of each unit. Thiterequires

that teachers are prepared and trained 'to fdtiction adequately in this new con-,

ception of their task.
,

In the IGE Teacher Education Program techniques for staff developm6nt and for
establishing a positive climate in a unit have been developecli(gussel, Inglis &

I

Wier ma, 1976). They are intendpd to train teadlers to cooperate effectively
. .

with
° thers within the specific'organizatignal context of IGE.

/
.

The organizational tantext allows for'( a more individualized system of
,

,

education. The central compohent of,IGE however is the model of instructional

.programming for the individual student shown in figure 2 (Klausteier e.a., 1977).
The headlines of the model are comparable witkthe modelf the teaching-learning,
pr6cess which was presented earlier in this paper. The model is used-by IGE.

teachers,as a'frame of reference in planning, implementing, and evaluating their
instructional programs. It has also been used as a guideline for the construction

-of IGE curricula in mathematics, in 'reading, in science and in social studies

fKlausmeier e.a., 1977)e-IGE teachers are trained in working with the model
and with the curriculum materials based on it..However these materials are not
compulsory in IGE schools, but they are merely 'offered as examples of ho4

individualized instruction according to the IGE principles can be elaborated.

'For,the rest each school is itself responsible for its'instructional programs.

Insert figure 2 about here

Evaluation studies relating to IGE in general have yielded positive

results (Klgusmeier, 1975 and 1977; Klausmeier e.a., 1977). The model for

instructional programming seems to be a useful guideline for teacher planning
and teathers in IGE schools feel that they are involved in making relevant

instructional decisions.
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In a recent conversation with Miles, one of America's expetts in educational

evaluat ion; he told' us that IGE is one of the succesful innovative projects in

the U.S.A. A6cordipg to him this is eue to ehe fact that in IGE attepti-on is given

both to the organizational aspeces of instrue4ion, and to teaciier training and the
,

. P
content of thb instructi:.onal.prorms.

-This short pfesentation of IGE-contains evidence that a science of education

ié a powerful source ofideas for teacher education. TeaChrs can betrained.to

work flexibly with a model of instructional.programmirig,:On the other bind available

principles of groupwork and organization developmgnt can:be applied sucdesfully to'
; . I

prepasre teachers to function appropriately as membrsof a cooperative instructional

team..

Two currlcultim development projects

,

In line with the conclusion drawn from IGE sever41 other projects alsO prqvide
.

,evidence for the position(that teachers can learnto work effectively with a model
.

.of the teaching-learning process.
. .

,

ii.- : ,. .
.

In 1968 a,new section was started as patt of-the traditional system of secondary,

education in Belgium CDe Keyser & Jaspaert, 1974; Jaspaert & De Neve, 1975;

De. Corte, 1977b). The sectiOn was named .'human sciences,' and its focuS is placed

on social and behavioural knowledge, abilities, skills, .and attitudes. The develop-,
WhT-ment of the curriculum for the new 'section was undertaken as a cooperative enter-

prise between a-research teamand all the teachers of the 17 Schools wherein the

section vas started. Two basic principles of the curiiculum development model were

the following. (1)'The.model is objectives-oriented as opposed to the traditional

content-oriented approach. (2) The curriculum development-took place in a .deiOcratic

-way as opposed to the traditional centralistic approach. This means that.the pirject

kept aloof from the classical RDD-model. The curriculUm was developed by the teachers

themmelves under the supervision of the research team.

At first the teacherg seemed to be strongly content-oriented in thinking about

tbeir teaching. Teacher training was therefore aimed at getting them.acquainted

with the objectiveh-oriented model, of the teaching-learning process that was taken

as basis for the curriculum development. This goal was succesfully accomplished.

'Togethwith the teache'rs a global curriculum plan and a series of teaching-learning

units were constructed. These units are exemplars of the curriculum development

model. They contain : a set of specific objectives, specifications concerning

related instructional content and methods, possible evaluation techniques, and

annotated referefices to materials for further information and study.
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Earlier in this papfsr we already referred to 'Gal'perin's theory of the learning

process. ,Based on this theory, which im,cannot explain here, a lot of 11.rriculum

development WOrk 'has-been"done in Rusiia, especially in connection with language

and mathematics in4truction in the primaiy school. The curricula are elaborated

,in narroW cooperation with teachersof .the sChools where they will be.tried out.

The cooperating teachers are yery enthusiastio about ,this procedure; they fi.nd it

stimulating and instructive (Van Parreren & Carpay, 1972, p. 87-88).
,

Summarizing the preceding infordation, it seems not, only pOssible-,

but also worthwhile to train_teachers in working with models of-instruc- 46,

.tional design, which'brder'and ihtegrate concep"ts, principles and methods of the

science of education in a systematic way. In addition it is very desirable that

teachers learn to work with available curriCulum materials based on such models.

We mean in this 'respect that is it necessary for teacher students to study and use

different types,of materials, e.g. more gtructured and guiding curricula on the

one hand'and more open examples of the self-discovery type on the other hand.

From the IGE-project we have also learnedthat teacher education can profit

from available data and methods relating .to groupwork and group processes and fram
r

techniques of orgadization 'development. This last source,of relevant dat
.

.s fela-

tively new, but will probably become more and more important. It can indeed be

predicted that team teaching and flexible orailization' will be central features

of future schools.

Concluding statements

We have tried to demonstrate that.the science of education offers a lot of
,

data relevant to the development of teacher education programs. Indoing so we have not,

yet considered all the subdomains of the'science of education. E.g. restarch on

teacher_ education itself has 'also baen developing strongly during the recent past ahd the

trend toward professionalization has been substantially influenced by this field

of research. An important area of study within this subdomain relates to the training

,methods, such as-microteaching, minicourses, interaction analysis case studies,

simulation, and role playing. We will nat discuss this topic in detail here, but

limit ourselVes to one remark. The problem with these techniques is ehat they

were often used in a unitaristic and isolated way. E.g. microteaching is not the

only true faith, which ,is appropriate for training all teaching skills. Furthermore It

if student teachers have learned in a Microteaching situation to ask questions

which stimulate higher:order cognitive processes, this skill should afterwards be

transferred and integrated in their normal clasiroom teaching behaviour. It is our



opinton that the available methods and techniques can all contribUte in som

respect to the professionalization of teacher,educationi but they should be
,

feconsidered as to determine theiT relative value and their appropriate piace

\i,41 A. broader training program.

Our point of view that the science of education can contribute substantially

to teacher education, does not imply that weLvou.ld advocate.the,construction.of
,

a directive and closed type of eurriculum based on these data. On the contrary

each program .should leave the necessary space for
*
experience-liased discovery_

learning by the student teacher. It woulpi be uneconomical howelfer not.to make, .

use of the available results of the .science of education; moreover, this woad

consolidate the well-known, and often regretted gap between tipory and.practice.

Further, we would like to warn against the position that the formation of crear
,

tive teachers is rathr hindered by the accrUisition'of educational' kiowledge

and techniqueseagtee that good teaching:is'a creative activity and that in

teacher education creati.:ity should be stipulated. HoweVer recent data point

out that two basic conditions for creativitY in a given domain,are :,the presence

of a broad,knowled te-base 6n the one hand and a strong motivation bn the other

hand (Hayes, oral communication). It seems to us ehat the science of education
-

can provide the necessary knowledge-base, and if this takes place in an appro-
.

.

priate way, itca.also have a stimulating effect on the motivation of future

teachers.

As to the construction and implementation of curricula for teacheieducation,

this should not bOone according to the RDD-strategy, but as a cooperative

enterprise wherein curriculum developers, teacher trainers, teachers and teacher

students themselves participate. All interested groups have.to take part in the

decision making5 processes. The output should mit be presented as a "must",

but rather as a model showing how it "can" be done. Finally it is very important

to evaluate the curricula after their implementation. In this conneetion new

research data as well as practical. experience should be used as data sources.

On rhe base of the information gathered the programs can con inually be revised

and improved.
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